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Abstract

A modified version of the Cu-depletion electrochemical framework was used to explain

the metallurgical factor creating intergranular stress corrosion cracking susceptibility in an aged

A1-Cu-Mg-Ag alloy, C416. This framework was also used to explain the increased resistance

to intergranular stress corrosion cracking in the overaged temper. Susceptibility in the

underaged and T8 condition is consistent with the grain boundary Cu-depletion mechanism.

Improvements in resistance of the T8 + thermal exposure of 5000 h at 225°F (T8 ÷) compared to

the T8 condition can be explained by depletion of Cu from solid solution.



Introduction

Newer variants of precipitation age hardenable A1 alloys that offer good combinations

of strength-to-toughness (e.g., Kjlci as high as 31-37 MPa4m [1] for a Crys of 497 MPa for

C416-T8) while still maintaining or reducing weight are desirable. However, high strength

precipitation age hardened alloys such as those with Cu and Mg often exhibit susceptibility to

localized corrosion and stress corrosion cracking (SCC).[2]

Electrochemical-based mechanisms for intergranular corrosion (IGC) and intergranular

SCC (IGSCC) of A1-Cu and AI-Cu-Mg alloys are often based on existence of a preferential

anodic path along the grain boundaries.J3-10] This active region along grain boundaries is

thought to be caused by either solute depleted zones or anodic precipitates. [3-10] For instance,

it has been well documented that the Cu content in solid solution in AI alloys directly correlates

to the pitting potential of the A1-Cu aluminum alloys.[6] Increasing the Cu content in solid

solution increases the pitting potential associated with alloy matrix. However, Cu depletion at

grain boundaries due to diffusion controlled precipitation and growth of Cu-containing grain

boundary precipitates can then account for IGSCC susceptibility because of reduced pitting

potentials in the grain boundary zone. The driving force for preferential attack of the grain

boundaries can be expressed by the difference in corrosion potential between the Cu-rich matrix

and the Cu depleted boundaries.

An electrochemical framework based on Cu depletion was used to explain IGC and

IGSCC susceptibility as used by Muller and Galvele[6] as well as Urushino and Sugimoto[10].

Two breakdown potentials (Epit) were seen in anodic scans. The most negative was attributed

to Cu-depleted grain boundaries. Confirmation by electrochemical microprobe methods[11]

has yet to be performed. However, by using A1-4%Cu (SHT) to simulate the matrix prior to the

depletion of Cu and pure A1 to simulate the maximum Cu depletion possible at the grain

boundaries such a notion can be confirmed. Susceptibility was eliminated in overaged

materials because Epit of the Cu-bearing matrix was lowered to Epit of the grain boundaries due

to the depletion of solute from precipitate nucleation and growth.[6, 10] At issue is whether

this model could be applied to C416. Using such a model, IGSCC susceptibility in the T8 ÷

condition of C416 would be eliminated if the pitting potential of the matrix were lowered to

that of pure A1 due to Cu depletion from the matrix since the preferential grain boundary path
would be eliminated.

This study focuses on the localized corrosion and SCC resistance of an emerging,

advanced A1-Cu-Mg-Ag alloy, C416 (A1-5.4%Cu-0.5%Mg-0.5%Ag-0.3%Mn), in the peak

aged T8 temper and T8 + thermal exposure of 5000 h at 225°F (T8 ÷) conditions. It has been

well documented in literature that the addition of small amount of Ag to A1-Cu-Mg alloys with

high Cu:Mg ratios promotes the precipitation of thin, hexagonal shaped platelets of x'2-phase on

the {111},_ slip planes.[1, 12-27] In the C416 alloy the 0' (A12Cu) and f'2 (statistically

equivalent to 0' in composition) precipitate phases are present on the grain boundaries and in

the matrix as observed in Figure 1.[28] These precipitate phases are responsible for

strengthening through precipitation age hardening.[1, 17, 29] The precipitation sequence is
seen in Table I.

The T8 temper was found to be more susceptible to IGSCC than the T8 ÷ condition as

measured by alternate immersion (AI) time-to-failure.J30, 31] The additional 5000 h of

thermal treatment of this alloy at 225°F (107.2°C) was conducted to simulate the possible time

of exposure to service conditions that could include elevated temperature. Reynolds and



Crooks[32] haveshown only mild coarseningof the f2-phaseat the grain boundaries,using
transmissionelectronmicroscopy(TEM) anddifferential scanningcalorimetry (DSC), afteran
exposureof 10,000h at 107°C. However,thermalexposureat 135°Cresultedin coarseningof

on the grainboundaries,yielding a loss in toughness,as well asprecipitationof 0' which
Ieadto a lossof strengthdueto thechangein strengtheningprecipitates.[32]Domacket a1.[29]
showed that the fracture mode of C416 in lab air is primarily transgranularmicrovoid
coalescence(TG MVC) with some intergranular(IG) fracture. The percentage of the IG

fracture in lab air increased as the temperature and time of the thermal exposure was increased

indicative of additional grain boundary precipitation and growth.[29, 32] However, the T8 ÷

condition exhibited much greater time-to-failures in AI SCC testing. [31, 33]

Figure 1.
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Transmission electron micrographs of grain boundary precipitates (_ and 0') in

an A1-4.0%Cu-0.5%Mg-0.5%Ag alloy. (a) is of a high-angle grain boundary

aged for 48 h at 3000C showing a precipitate free zone which could also possibly

have a solute depleted zone (e.g., Cu). (b) is of a high-angle grain boundary

after 1 h at 190°C showing f2 precipitates along the grain boundary.[28]

The goals of this study are first, to define the metallurgical culprit that explains IGSCC

susceptibility as a function of metallurgical condition (i.e. artificial aging time). The study

seeks to confirm or refute whether the classical Cu-depletion electrochemical framework can be

applied to this alloy. Second, we seek to use this electrochemical framework to help rationalize

the decreases in IGSCC susceptibility upon overaging or T8 + thermal exposure (e.g., TS+).

Experimental

The initial experiments of this study were directed at first characterizing the IGSCC or

IGC susceptibility. Subsequent experiments were directed at constructing and determining

consistency of data with an electrochemical framework for IGSCC based on Cu-depletion.

Material

Metallography performed on this sheet material (see Table I for composition) revealed a

microstructure of equiaxed grains with diameters approximately 32-34 p.m with fully



I

recrystallized grain structures as seen in Figure 2. C416 contains constituent particles of L-3.7

_m in size which are clearly visible at 400X magnification. These are likely A1-Cu-Mg, AI-Cu-

Mn-Fe-Si, and A1-Cu-Fe phases, common to AI-Cu-Mg alloys containing Fe and Si.[8, 34-36]

This alloy has a hardness of~83.9 Rb in the T8 temper and -84.7 Rb in the T8 ÷ condition with a

Young's modulus, yield strength, and ultimate tensile strength of 71 GPa, 497 MPa, and 525

MPa respectively. Orientation imaging microscopy (OIM)[33] performed on C416-T8 ÷

revealed a wide, random distribution of grain boundary misorientations as well as a completely

random crystallographic orientation distribution relative to the rolling direction, which is not

the normal recrystallization texture for aluminum alloys. OIM analysis also showed that this

alloy has quite a number of low angle boundaries. Low angle boundaries are typically less

prone to IGC, regardless of the mechanism.J37-39] A number of different artificial heat

treatments were used for these tests, these included solution heat treated (SHT) and chilled to

minimize Cu-depletion from the matrix, T3 (naturally aged), underaged (UA), TS, T8 +, and

overaged (OA) conditions. The heat treatment processes for the tempers are shown in Figure 3.

Table I. Material composition and precipitation sequence.

Material
Cu

C416 5.4

C_
SSS

Composition (wt%)

Mg Ag Mn Zr Fe Si

0.5 I 0.5 I 0.3 I 0.13 I 0.06 I 0.04

GP --_ 0"____ 0' 0 (CuA12)_ -

_ (statistically equivalent to 0')

AI

[ Bal.

T8
C416 ]

s

L

T8 +

50 _tm

Figure 2. Three-dimensional structure section for representative C416 aluminum alloy in

the T8 and TS+ conditions. (etchant used was a modified Keller's reagent)

Alternate Immersion Experiments to Define IGSCC Susceptibility

Alternate immersion (AI) tests were performed in accordance with ASTM standard G-

44. Alloy C416 was tested in both the T8 and T8 ÷ tempers in order to determine and rank

susceptibility to SCC. This test method shows good agreement to atmospheric tests and in-

service failures.J3, 40-42] The test was performed by cyclically dunking the stressed test



coupons in the test solution (0.6 M NaC1) for 10 minutes then removing them and allowing

them to dry for 50 minutes. This exposure condition was conducted with unstressed as well as

stressed samples using a three-point loaded specimen jig (ASTM G-39). Serial removals and
post-test examination using optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was

performed to determine the crack depth as a function of the exposure time and to obtain an

approximate estimate on the IG crack lengths and growth rates. AI tests were also performed

by NASA-LaRC[33] in the T8 and T8 + 10,000 h (@ 200°F) condition and by McDonnell

Douglas[31] in the T8 and T8 + 3000 h (@ 200°F) condition as per ASTM G44 and G49 using
sub-size flat tension specimens (ASTM E8) for 60 days (results shown in Figure 4).

Figure 3.
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Heat treatment processes for the conditions (e.g. SHT, T3, UA, T8, T8 +, and

OA) used for the various experiments performed on the alloy C4 16.

Pitting and Repassivation Potential Experiments to Explore Electrochemical Frameworks

In general, the critical potentials such as the pitting potential (Epit) and the repassivation

potential (E_p) can be used to characterize the localized corrosion behavior of metals. [4, 6-8, 34,

36, 43-46] Anodic polarization scans were performed on all tempers of C416 in aerated 0.6 M
NaC1 (pH=7) as well as deaerated, alkaline 0.6 M NaC1 (pH=10). Some example anodic

polarization scans can be observed in Figure 5a. However, Epit is not always an accurate

measure of the resistance to pitting of an alloy, for a variety of reasons. Moreover, Epit is
confounded by the scan rate, oxide film thickness as well as oxide defects, at-risk surface area,

and other factors.[3, 47-50] E_p provides a more accurate, statistically reproducible, measure of
the effects of Cu content in the matrix on dissolution properties of the alloy in pit solutions.

Moreover, Connolly has observed correlation between En_ and scratch repassivation potentials
in AI-Li-Cu-X alloys.[51] Microstructural heterogeneity associated with intermetallic phases

and solute depleted zones can confound results since each metallurgical phase has its own

repassivation potential. [3, 36] Therefore, scans were also performed on synthesized 0-phase,

pure aluminum (99.99%), and A1-Cu binaries (A1-0.1%Cu, A1-0.98%Cu, and A1-3.96%Cu) as

models of the various components and phases of C416 to establish the electrochemical

framework. Values of Epit were taken as the characteristic potential where there was a
permanent, significant increase in the current and increase in di/dE measured. Similarly En_

was taken as the characteristic potential at which there was a significant decrease in the current

and di/dE measured. An example of the determination of these critical potentials from an



anodic polarization curve is shown by Figure 5b. Figure 6 shows that like Epit, Eq, also

increases with increasing Cu content in solid solution for-1 cm 2 surface area specimens.
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Figure 4. SCC data from AI testing conducted at NASA-LaRC and McDonnell Douglas,

(a) shows the number of failures that occurred during a 60 day test for both

tempers of C416 and (b) shows the number of days-to-failure for the samples

that failed during the test. Note the improvement in the time-to-failure for the

T8 ÷ temper as compared to that of the T8 temper.J30, 31 ]
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Example curves for the UA, T8, TS+, and OA tempers ofC416 are shown in (a).

(b) shows where the critical potentials are located on the curves.
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Constant Extension Rate Testing (CERT) and Constant Displacement Testing

A common test method used for determining the susceptibility of materials to stress

corrosion cracking is slow strain rate tensile testing (SSRT) or constant extension rate testing

(CERT).[52] SSRT is a rapid test that can be used for sorting the susceptibility of Al-based

materials to SCC.[53-55] There has been good correlation between the SSRT tests and the AI

tests for some precipitation age hardened Al-based alloys.J53] The strain rate required for these

tests is critical and most tests performed usually use a strain rate of about 106/sec.[53-55]

However, extremely slow time dependent crack growth rates will render this method ineffective

for sensing IGSCC from global changes in tensile properties. CERT was performed on alloy

C416 in the TS, T8 +, and UA tempers. The samples were of a tensile configuration with a

thickness of-2.2 mm, width of-3.1 ram, and a gauge length of-10 mm which yields a total

exposed surface area of-1 cm 2. The test environment used was an alkaline, deaerated 0.006 M

NaC1 solution (pH=10). This environment was selected in order to minimize pitting of the Cu-

containing matrix. The sample was pre-pitted using a technique similar to an electrochemical

scratch technique so that pit initiation and growth of the matrix could be initiated, propagated,

and then shut off, in order to be separated and distinguished from intergranular corrosion (IGC)

and intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC). Moreover, an electrochemical framework

could be tested by choosing various IGSCC growth potentials. This method, which was similar

to the one used by Durra and Sridhar[56] to examine repassivation and was mentioned by

Tumbull and Reid[57] involves holding the potential above the matrix pitting potential to

nucleate pits (pit initiation step), then dropping the potential to just above E, l, matrix to grOW the

pits to a particular size (pit propagation stage). Finally, the potential was set to one that is

between F_cpof the Cu-rich matrix and E_p of pure A1 for the remainder of the test (E_p A_< Eapp <

E_p matnx). The general idea is that the matrix will repassivate under these conditions while the

grain boundary precipitates or Al-rich grain boundary zone will continue to pit or exhibit

susceptibility to IGC and IGSCC, if such an electrochemical framework applies.

X-Ray Diffraction

X-ray diffractometry (XRD) is a technique that can be used to determine the amount of

solute (e.g., Cu) in solid solution in Al-based f.c.c, materials since it affects the interplanar

spacing (distance between the A1 solid solution crystal planes) due to its effect on the lattice

parameter.[58] The change in lattice parameter is directly related to the diffraction angle (20)

measured by the instrument through the Bragg Law.J59] The relatively random texture ensured

that low index diffraction peaks could be used with reasonable reliability. This method was

used to determine the relative change in the Cu concentration in solid solution for C416 in the

SHT, T3, UA, T8, T8 ÷, and OA tempers.

Results

SCC Screening Tests

Both the T8 and T8 ÷ tempers of alloy C416 were susceptible to IGSCC. However,

resistance to SCC expressed in terms of time-to-failure improved with the additional thermal

treatment to the T8 ÷ temper as seen from Figure 4. Pits formed during AI started at the

periphery of the bands of constituent particles that were dispersed throughout the materials and

these pits began to coalesce and form larger pits. The pits formed after 10 h in alternate

immersion as seen in Figure 7a and 7b clearly show an intergranular nature at their base, which

also shows that this material will pit at its open circuit potential in both tempers in aerated 0.6



M NaC1solution. The resultsfrom thestressedsamplesshow that IGC or IGSCC propagate
only from pits asseenin Figure 7c. Severepitting propagationin stressedsamplesobscured
someof the evidenceof IGSCC.

CERT testscircumventedthe pit growth and coalescencestagesof IGSCC and dilute
CI"concentrationaswell aspotentialcontrolminimizedexcessivepit damage.SEM performed
on CERTsamplesrevealthat the amountof IGSCC areaon the fracturesurfaceis greatestin
theUA condition and is very small in the T8 andT8+condition as seenin Figure 8. The T8
tempershowedsmall areasof IGSCC while the T8÷ temperrevealednone. However, the
primary modeof final fast failure for all temperswasby ductile microvoid coalescence.The
CERT testsstrongly suggestthat the repassivationpotential of the matrix is lowered as the
artificial agingtime increasesfrom theUA to T8 to T8÷tempersuchthatthewindow of IGSCC
susceptibilitygivenby En, AI < Eapp < E n, m_t_ixis eliminated.

(a)

Co)

Figure 7.

(c)

Micrographs of AI samples of (a) T8 and (b) T8 + tempers showing an

intergranular nature to the pits formed after 10 h exposure in neutral, aerated 0.6

M NaC1 in unstressed condition. (c) T8 temper after 5 days exposure in the same

solution under 3-pt bend stress showing IGC and IGSCC from pit sites.

Tests to Examine Cu-Depletion Framework

The first set of tests performed in the neutral, aerated 0.6 M NaC1 solution revealed that

C416 pits at its open circuit potential in both tempers, verifying the results observed from the
alternate immersion tests. The second set of tests conducted in the alkaline, deaerated 0.6 M

NaC1 (pH=l 0) solution were done to separate pitting and repassivation potentials from the open

circuit potential since pH has no effect on the pitting potential but does have one on the open

circuit potential.[43, 49, 50] Two E_ and two Epit were not observed, which may reflect the

narrow Cu-depleted zones in the alloy. Since E w was associated with large pits over a hundred

times larger than any likely Cu-depleted zones it is believed they reflect the corrosion

properties of the matrix. Figure 9 shows the resulting critical potentials from these anodic

polarization scans conducted on the C416 alloy in the SHT, T3, UA, T8, T8 +, and OA tempers

as well as on the synthesized bulk analogs (e.g. A1-4%Cu, AI, and 0-A12Cu) used as models for

the components of the C416 alloy. The repassivation potential from the polarization scans
correlates well with those observed from scratch repassivation tests, as seen from Figure 10a.

Figure 10b shows examples of the current-time curves observed for C416-T8 held



potentiostatically at potentials above and below the potentiodynamically determined
repassivationpotential. Note thatEn, decreases as aging time increases for C416. Theta phase

may dealloy but exhibits a region of passivity on upward scans over the potential range where

Cu-depleted grain boundaries would corrode. Concerning the alloy, since Ew is a strong

function of Cu content in the AI matrix, the effect of aging on E n, suggests that Cu is depleted

from the matrix, as confirmed by x-ray diffraction. The reproducible Gv of the T8 and T8 +

tempers are significantly lower than that of the AI-4%Cu (SHT) material and only slightly

higher than that of the pure aluminum. As shown by Figure 11, XRD proves that Cu is

significantly depleted from the matrix in the TS, T8 +, and OA tempers as was, also, seen

electrochemically. In contrast, significant Cu is indicated in the matrix of T3, SHT, and UA

alloys. Hence, the AEw between the possible Cu-depleted zones and matrix would be large in

these tempers.
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Micrographs of CERT samples for the UA, T8, and T8 ÷ tempers showing the

effect of aging on the amount of IG fracture area along with a representation of

the procedure used for the CERT tests.

Figure 8.
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Cu-Depletion Profile Calculations

Omega (f_ - A12Cu) precipitate size (i.e., thickness) and the associated copper solute

depletion zone size along grain boundaries were modeled utilizing Zener's theory for diffusion

controlled one-dimensional precipitate growth[60] as a function of artificial aging practice for

aluminum alloy C416. Specifically, Zener's approximate solution was used focusing on growth

due to the diffusion of super-saturated copper atoms in an aluminum matrix. All other

diffusional interactions associated with and among the remaining alloying elements were

ignored. The approximate solution for precipitate thickness, S, as a function of time and

temperature was defined as follows:

I 4-D7s -., (l)

where D is the volume diffusivity of copper atoms in an aluminum matrix, t is the aging time,

no is the copper concentration associated with the precipitate phase, n_ is the copper

concentration associated with the matrix at the precipitate phase - matrix interface, and n_ is

the copper concentration associated with the super-saturated aluminum matrix. Table II and

Figure 12a present the calculated values for precipitate (f)) thickness as a function of temper.

The calculated values were compared with measured values obtained by Hutchison[13]. The

approximate solution for maximum (Cu) solute depletion zone size, AS, as a function of time

and temperature was defined as follows:

As = 2(n° -n=)S

(n_ -n_)
(2)



where S is the precipitate thickness, no is the copper concentration associated with the

precipitate phase, nl is the copper concentration associated with the precipitate phase - matrix

interface, and r_ is the copper concentration associated with the super-saturated aluminum

matrix. Table III and Figure 12b present the calculated maximum solute depletion zone size as

a function of artificial aging time.

Copper solute concentration/depletion profiles associated with a grain boundary

independent of precipitate growth were also generated utilizing solutions to the diffusion

equation in a half-space with semi-infinite media. Again only copper dissolution in an

aluminum matrix was considered. The solute concentration as a function of aging time and

distance from the grain boundary was defined by the following equation:

(3)

Figure 13 presents the modeled Cu concentration profiles as a function of distance into the

grain matrix from the grain boundary for an under-aged, a peak-aged, and an over-aged temper

of C416. At a distance equal to ½ the f2 precipitate phases spacing substantial Cu-depletion

would occur.

Table II. The O-phase precipitate plate thickness calculated for the UA, T8, T8 ÷, and OA

tempers of C416 compared to the measured thickness for a similar alloy at

various aging times.

C416

Temper

UA

T8

T8*

f2 Plate Thickness

Zener 1-D Growth

Model Approximate

Solution [60]

S = 0.93 nm

S = 2.44 nm

Aging Time (200 °C)

A1-4Cu-0.3Mg-0.4Ag

[131

9 hours

100 hours
I ---

f2 Plate Thickness

Measured via

CTEM 1131

3.6nm

5nln

S = 5.80 run 400 hours 5.68 nm

OA S = 9.74 nm 1000 hours 7.5 nm

Table III. The maximum solute (Cu) depletion zone size calculated for the UA, T8, T8 _,

and OA tempers of C416 compared to those calculated for a similar alloy at

various aging times.

C416

Temper

Solute Depletion
Zone Maximum Size

Zener 1-D Growth

Model Approximate

Solution [60]

Aging Time (200 °C)

AI-4Cu-0.3Mg-0.4Ag

Solute Depletion
Zone Maximum Size

Zener 1-D Growth

Model Approximate

Solution [60]

UA AS = 19.4 nm 9 hours AS = 75.1 nm

T8 AS = 44.6 nm 100 hours AS = 104.3 nm

T8* AS = 119.8 nm 400 hours AS = 118.5 nm

OA AS = 203.1 nm 1000 hours AS = 156.4 nm



Figure 12.
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depleted zone size as a function of aging time for C416 (163°C) compared to an

AI-4Cu-0.3Mg-0.4Ag alloy (200°C). Data from Tables II and III.
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Discussion

SCC, which has been a problem since the early 1900's, requires three conditions to

occur in a material: 1) an alloy with a susceptible microstructure, 2) a specific environment

(e.g. saltwater), and 3) a tensile stress. Logan[42] proposed that SCC can only occur in

aluminum alloys that can be strengthened by heat treatment. As was stated earlier, SCC

initiates from localized corrosion sites. This is probably due to a number of reasons including;

the aggressive chemistry of the pit solution and that sharp pits could be stress raisers.J57, 61]

The local mechanical driving force, local environment, and local material properties all effect

the transition to cracking from a pit.J57] However, this transition from localized corrosion to

SCC is not yet well understood.

AI-Cu and AI-Cu-Mg alloys can exhibit a "window" of SCC susceptibility as a function

of aging time, with the resistance to SCC increasing with overaging.[3, 5, 10, 62] Aging of an

alloy leads to an increase in the number of precipitates and/or an increase in the volume fraction

of the precipitates in the alloy matrix and along the grain boundaries. Diffusion controlled

precipitation is the cause for the solute depletion that takes place in these heat treatable alloys,
which in turn is consistent with the observation of IGC/IGSCC. In a solution heat treated and

rapidly quenched material there is no difference in solute level between the matrix and the

boundaries. However, the difference in solute levels increases after artificial aging and

diffusion controlled precipitation and growth since the solute (e.g., Cu) is accumulated by the

precipitates. By mass balance considerations it must be depleted from the matrix and slow Cu

diffusion in AI ensures the presence of Cu-depletion. However, when the material is heat

treated past the peak-aged temper the susceptibility actually decreases due to a leveling of the

solute depletion profiles. The solute concentration approaches that of the level at equilibrium

with f2. This was confirmed by XRD. The difference in the amount of solute in the matrix and

that along the boundaries becomes smaller as the material ages past peak strength to an OA

temper, which in turn decreases the electrochemical driving force for IGC/IGSCC based on bE

(Erp matrix- Erp A0-



The results from NASA-LaRC and McDonnell Douglas suggest that the difference in

SCC susceptibility between the T8 and T8 + tempers for alloy C416 is of a degree. Since both

tempers pit at their open circuit potentials in the neutral CI containing solution then any

difference between the susceptibility to SCC is not due to the chance of forming an initial pit or

the electrochemical solution used. OCP pitting prompted a change in the test environment to

the alkaline, deaerated solution as a means to separate the open circuit potential from Epit and

E, v. The results from the AI studies were most useful since it shows that the pits were

necessary for IGSCC, suggesting that a specific pit chemistry is necessary to initiate IGC. This

environment was reproduced in CERT experiments using an electrochemical scratch method.

Moreover, a new CERT test designed to separate pitting from IGSCC was effective in

testing the validity of the well known Cu depletion framework. Specifically, susceptibility

followed the order UA>TS>T8 ÷ based on % intergranular fracture after a fixed SCC test period.

Decreased susceptibility correlated with decreases in AE (Em matrix-- En_ A1).

Conclusions

The following were conclusions were made with regard to this study:

1. An electrochemical framework based on Cu-depletion has been established to explain the

change in resistance to IGSCC from the UA to the T8 to the T8 ÷ temper. Improvement in

IGSCC behavior was consistent with a decrease in AE (En_ matrix -- E_v AI) with increasing

aging time.

2. The difference in IGSCC susceptibility between the two tempers, T8 and T8 ÷, of alloy C416

is more of a degree. Results are consistent with the Cu-depletion framework.
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